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Here1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a paper sheet processing

apparatus for processing various paper sheets including a recording paper sheet, a
normal paper sheet and the like in a state where they are adsorbed on the sheet

surface. 2. Related Background Art As for a paper sheet processing apparatus such as
an apparatus for processing a recording paper sheet, a normal paper sheet and the like
adsorbed on the sheet surface, a paper sheet processing apparatus has been already
put to practical use, which includes a sheet adsorbing mechanism for adsorbing the

sheet surface on a sheet adsorbing portion, a paper sheet discrimination mechanism for
discriminating a paper sheet to be adsorbed, a paper sheet transport mechanism, a

paper sheet conveyance mechanism for conveying a processed paper sheet, and the
like. For example, in a paper sheet processing apparatus, a recording paper sheet is

conveyed to a paper sheet discrimination mechanism, where the discrimination
mechanism is arranged so as to advance toward a recording section, and then, in the

recording section, the recording section is exposed for depositing a recording liquid for
printing on the paper sheet. Further, in a paper sheet processing apparatus, a normal

paper sheet is conveyed to a paper sheet discrimination mechanism, where the
discrimination mechanism is arranged so as to advance toward a transporting section,

and then, in the transporting section, the transporting section is exposed for
transporting the paper sheet. In this regard, in such a paper sheet processing apparatus

as mentioned above, for example, a paper sheet can be adsorbed in the above-
mentioned sheet adsorbing portion, and then, the adsorbed paper sheet can be

exposed at the above-mentioned transporting section. However, in such a conventional
paper sheet processing apparatus as mentioned above, there may sometimes occur a

paper sheet stoppage during the adsorption of the paper sheet at the above-mentioned
sheet adsorbing portion, and the cause for the paper sheet stoppage may be for

example the adsorption operation of the paper sheet is performed improperly, or the
adsorption operation of
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